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WSAVA Congress Lima
WOW members met for the first time as a group in person and re-elected Pachi Clemente-Vicario of Spain and Natalia Ignatenko of Ukraine to second WOW terms. WOW presented 8 hours of continuing education in the WOW stream. Dr. Pachi Clemente Vicario also presented lectures on oncology topics in the FIAVAC stream.

Student Liaison
WOW’s Student Liaison Agnieszka Dolnicka of Poland was re-elected for a second term on WOW. She will attend the WSAVA Congress in Lisbon.

Committee Activity
Fast Facts
WOW also released the first of their Fast Facts. Each Fast Fact is a one page summary of a single type of common cancer in dogs or cats. Each Fast Fact resource has two versions: one for pet owners and the other for the veterinary healthcare team. The first set includes canine and feline mammary gland tumors, canine insulinoma and transmissible venereal tumor. The Fast Fact can be found on the WSAVA website.

Oncology Working Group Fact Sheets (wsava.org)
Fast Facts under development include anal gland carcinoma, oral melanoma, soft tissue sarcoma and injection site sarcoma.

Journal Access Project
WOW is at work on its third collaboration with a veterinary journal to summarize important oncology articles from that journal and make them accessible to veterinarians. The third journal access project will be a virtual oncology issue in collaboration with the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association. Articles have been identified and are in the process of being summarized. The collaboration with the Journal of Feline Medicine and Surgery project was completed in December of 2022.

Journal of Feline Medicine and Surgery (wsava.org)
The first collaboration was with WSAVA’s official journal, Journal of Small Animal Practice Oncology Virtual Issue: Journal of Small Animal Practice (wiley.com)

Essential Drug Committee
WOW developed and submitted a list of essential oncology drugs to the Essential Drug Committee.

Oncology Glossary
The WOW Oncology Glossary has been translated into 16 languages and is available on the WOW webpage. The Glossary items have been converted to social media posts with WOW curated images and the Secretariat is posting them weekly on Twitter at #WOWTuesday.

WSAVA Congress Lisbon
WOW will have its annual in-person meeting in Lisbon and will present the following continuing education in the WOW stream lectures:

DAY 1 HALF DAY
WOW skin tumors
MODERATOR: Dr. Antonio Giuliano
1.-Jolle and Nick: Cancer Glossary & Surgical Oncology Check List
2.-ROUND TABLE: The most common skin tumors in dogs and cats (WOW members)
3- Antonio and Pachi Mast cell tumors in dogs and cats
4-Jolle and Nick: Gamified surgical tips for skin tumors

DAY 2 HALF DAY
WOW Lymphoma
MODERATOR: Dr. Martín Soberano
1.-Natalia and Martin: Canine Lymphoma- Types and diagnosis
2.-Ann and Pachi: Canine Lymphoma- Treatment and prognosis
3-Ann and Antonio: Feline Lymphoma- Frequently asked questions
4-Ann and Antonio: Feline Lymphoma- Management and diagnosis of feline small cell lymphoma

Under consideration for 2023-4
Finalize a surgery checklist
Develop a chemotherapy check list